Frugal and sober AI and digital technologies

Digital technologies grow everywhere
- The energy demand to power digital technologies increases 6-9% per year
- Digital technologies contribution to GHG emissions increases drastically

Towards digital sobriety by low-complex distributed and frugal methods for embedded AI technologies

How we contribute
- Distributed and Federated Learning
- Orchestration of AI processing
- Multi-objective metrics for AI
- Resilience and convivial machine learning
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Industrial Partners

- Heterogeneous Data
- Smart Building
- IoT
- Frugal AI
- Job Orchestration
- Reinforcement Learning
- Distributed Learning
- Federated Learning
- Embedded AI

Orchestration of AI processing

Objective
- Execution Time 📈 = Energy Consumption 🎈 🎈
- To reduce energy consumption through efficient allocation of AI tasks
- Hybrid Infras Compute & Storage Offloading
- Global Continuum Multi-objective Placement
- Federated-Decentralized Resource Management

Distributed Learning

Objective
- Build frugal distributed learning loop
- Efficient communication
- Monitoring energy consumption
- Learn a shared prediction model collaboratively while maintaining the training data locally
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